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a b s t r a c t
Technology substitution and innovation adoption are considered within the framework of
evolutionary economy. The evolution hierarchical concepts of change, order, direction,
progress and perfectibility are invoked to describe technological substitutions as processes
that point towards the direction the economic system moves into, its rate of change giving the
speed of change. Knowledge evolution and its appropriation into technological innovation are
key ingredients in enhancing competition among technologies struggling towards capturing
the other's market shares. We accordingly mathematically translate these evolutionary views
into practice using Lotka–Volterra prey–predator model for competition and single logistic
growth for the market evolution of the competing innovation. Using this formulation we
studied the technological substitution of analog by digital imaging process and demonstrate
how the later has disruptively displaced the former. Considering its vital importance to
managing market strategies towards innovation products adoption, we redefine the takeoff
time with a more realistic accounting of the innovation product adoption by consumers that is
easily computed from its launching phase sales data. Our takeoff time is found to occur earlier
than the one usually adopted. The new formulation is successfully tested against the
consolidated innovation adoption of two economically impacting technological innovations:
digital cameras and mobile phones.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Technological substitution is the hallmark of economic
transformation. It is an open-end process that will last for
as long as human life in our planet remains sustainable.
Schumpeter [1–3], back in the 1930's, was one of the pioneers
in recognizing this important aspect in economic analysis. In
fact, instead of assuming that economic systems are simply
adapting to exogenous changes, the essence of the 1874 theory
of general equilibrium of Walras [4], Schumpeter proposed a
new view, that is, economic systems are to be interpreted as
adaptive self-transforming evolutionary systems.
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In a seminal work, Levins and Lewontin [5] while stressing
the concepts of continual change and co-determination between organism and environment, opened up a vivid scholarly
discussion about the fact that the ideology of evolutionism had
indeed penetrated into both natural and social sciences … (sic)
“Although the concept of evolution has become firmly identified
with organic evolution, (…) the theory of evolution of life is only
a special case of a more general world view that can be
characterized as “evolutionism”. The ideology of evolutionism
(…) has permeated all the natural and social sciences including
anthropology, biology, cosmology, linguistics, sociology and
thermodynamics. It is a world view that encompasses the
hierarchically related concepts of change, order, direction,
progress and perfectability (…). Theories of the evolution of the
inorganic world, like cosmology and thermodynamics, generally
include only change and order, while biological and sociological
theories add the ideas of progress and even perfectability as
elaborations of their theoretical structure” (see Ref. 5, page 9).
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In quite general terms, evolutionary theories essentially
account for the rate and direction in which the system changes.
The traditional Darwinian mechanism for evolution rests upon
three propositions: the principle of variation, meaning that
members of a relevant population vary in their characteristics
(physiology, morphology and behavior, in biological terms) that
convey selective significance; the principle of heredity, implying that the characteristics of individual entities are copied over
time (offspring resemble their parents in the average more than
they resemble unrelated individuals, in biological terms); and,
the principle of selection, meaning that the interaction between
the entities in a specific environment results in that some
entities are endowed with sets of characteristics that are better
suited to their survival in said environment, thereby enhancing
the growth of their population.
From these three principles, the mechanics of evolution is
readily obtained [5]. Provided that offspring resemble their
parents more than others, if a particular variant leaves more
offspring than another, the percent composition of the
population in the next generation will change. In time, the
population will be dominated by the surviving variant with the
higher reproductive rate, and the species will change progressively. This is the kinematics of an evolutionary process. The
dynamics is provided by the struggle for survival. The reason
some variants leave more offspring is that they are better able to
appropriate resources when supply shortens and to optimally
reinvest such resources in producing offspring. This superior
efficiency is a manifestation of a higher degree of engineering
performance in facing the demands and challenges posed by
the environment. As emphasized by Sober [6], survival and
growth are characteristics of the entities and consequences of
their involvement in a selection process.
By combining the first two principles under the label of
variation, the traditional evolutionary theory becomes essentially a two-component process involving variation and
selection. Levins and Lewontin [5] emphasized this point as the
embarrassing aspect of Darwin's theory: “if selection causes
the differential reproduction of variants, eventually the species
population should uniformly be the fit type among those available
at the start. But then there would be no more variants for further
evolution. Darwinian evolution by selection among variants is
a self-negating process, which consumes the fuel, variation, on
which it feeds and so destroys the condition for its further
development”. The question of approaching evolutionary economics along these views will be considered in the next section.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 methodological considerations in regards to viewing technological
substitution and innovation adoption under this approach
are made. Section 3 bears on the results from theoretical
modeling and corresponding discussions.
In particular, in Sub-section 3.1, the problem of technological substitution within the framework of the logistic
modeling is dealt with using two specific approaches: the
logistic Lotka–Volterra competition model and the conventional, non-interacting, logistic function modeling, while in
Sub-section 3.2 the closely related subject of technological
adoption is taken up with particular emphasis on the analysis
of the takeoff time for that process. Two important evolutionary study cases are covered, namely, digital imaging and
the mobile communication. Finally, in Section 4 we present
our concluding remarks.

2. Methodological remarks
In evolutionary economics, a third component designated
generically as the development component involving the
generation and destruction of variety of behavior (mutation,
in the biological realm) has been introduced by several
authors for the complete description of the economic system
evolution. We refer to Refs [7–9] for a more detailed account
on the theory of evolutionary economics. This component is
essentially due to knowledge and innovation. As such, the
development component is an autocatalytic and open-ended
process in which new information provides the driving force
that brings the economy into a far from equilibrium state.
The interplay between selection and development results in
technological substitution, which is the vector determining the
rate and direction of the economic transformation. Because of
the open-ended character of the generation of knowledge and
innovation, the economic systems are necessarily “restless”
(their clocks can never be reversed, as noted by Foster [9]), with
technological substitution pointing towards the direction the
system moves while its rate of change tells us how fast it does so.
The evolution of technology is essentially a continuous
stream of stepwise “discontinuities” along which one technology is replaced by another following a time behavior pattern
described by sequence of learning or S-shaped curves. These
technological discontinuities involve periods of incubation
where alternative technologies or products compete with
each other until the goal of full market dominance is achieved
by one of the alternatives. Suarez [10] recognizes five phases in
a technological substitution process. The first phase, is the R&D
buildup phase in which the key characteristics of the incoming
technology are evaluated. The technical feasibility phase then
follows, with prototypes being developed to check on the
proposed technology viability. The third phase refers to its
introduction into the market. The fourth one he designated as
the phase of decisive battles, when the visible struggles among
competing technologies take place. Finally, in the postdominance phase, the dominant technology gets definitely
established in the market. Once the dominant innovation
technology design gets fully adopted it becomes difficult to
overcome or replace it unless a new disruptive force emerges
and the technological substitution process resumes. Within this
last phase competition switches from technology or product
innovation to processing innovation, which includes the
development and effective use of complementary assets such
as manufacturing capabilities, marketing, and distribution
channels.
Different methodologies have been used by several authors
in modeling technological substitution. These range from stochastic [11] and system dynamics [12] modeling to generalized
Lotka–Volterra prey–predator competition models [14], logistic
[13–20], Bass [21] and Richards [22] substitution models. The
same holds true in regards to modeling technology adoption and
takeoff time.
3. Results and discussion: Theoretical modeling and
application
To better appreciate our model choices and the ensuing
discussion in this section regarding the imaging technologies
case study it is important to have in mind the digital imaging
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